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Free download Baby touch and feel splish splash
baby touch feel (2023)
plastic bath book with soft squashy pages and a squeaky toy fish to make bath time even more fun delightful
scenes show fish blowing bubbles boats bobbing on the waves and dolphins swimming in the surf robust and
durable this book will withstand even the most energetic bath time young readers are invited to lift flaps to
reveal such bath toys as rubber ducks and tugboats stimulate a baby s developing vision and coordination with
these bright and bold high contrast novelty board books babies are able to react and respond to simple patterns
and contrasting colours just a few weeks after being born as their eyes develop high contrast shapes patterns
and reflective surfaces give newborns something simple to focus on respond to and interact with splish splash
aids the development of early coordination by encouraging babies to reach for and explore the bumpy smooth
and shiny textures babies will react with delight as they touch and feel the pictures of friendly sea creatures
while the simple text prompts parent interaction the perfect first book to share with your baby also available
moo peek a boo on the move funny faces a baby boy s older sister gathers just the right ingredients to ensure
that their shared bath time will be a fun experience an interactive touch and feel book for babies that inspires
learning and introduce children to some water based pals tactile elements and delightful imagery will encourage
the development of motor skills and early learning baby touch and feel splish splash is an interactive and fun
way to help your child learn about words improve their motor skills and enjoy their reading time bold bright
pictures and colorful illustrations will be more than enough to keep your baby s attention this adorable picture
book is a perfect first book for preschoolers and makes for an ideal baby gift not too big and not too small this
sturdy padded sensory book is just the right size for little hands to hold no need for mom and dad to turn the
pages babies and toddlers can turn the tough board book pages themselves which helps to develop their fine
motor skills while building an early language foundation this charming board book for babies includes an
amazing range of different textures to explore clearly labeled pictures and a simple easy to follow design easy
to read text to encourage early vocabulary building a texture or eye catching area on every page rounded
edges and chunky pages protecting babies and their growing teeth learning to read should always be this fun
kids will get hours of play from this sturdy board book for babies and toddlers from making the noises and
reading the names to feeling the different textures packed full of shiny objects and some bumps and grooves
this educational book will engage small children and stimulate early childhood development in different ways
this touchy feely book with its strong baby safe jacket makes for an ideal baby gift complete the series this
delightful book is part of the baby touch and feel range of board books for babies and toddlers from dk books
and includes titles like baby touch and feel animals baby touch and feel bedtime baby touch and feel colors and
shapes and more for your little one to enjoy splish splash with eric hill s famous puppy spot this sweet bath book
is padded lightweight and fully immersible it comes with a squeaker for added sound fun and is perfect for
sharing with your baby at bath time at bathtime spot plays with his sponge and rubber duck and dries off with
his fluffy towel the bright simple images of familiar bathtime things will appeal to very young babies and help to
stimulate developing eyesight in younger babies this is a wonderfully fun bathtime book for babies encouraging
an early love of books babies and toddlers will love playing with this delightful book both in and out of the water
your little one will love making a splash with their favorite baby einstein characters this fun book is soft durable
and floats in the water it is also easy to clean and ready to be used again and again a book with clever rhyming
text to share with your baby and a surprise touch and feel page at the back beat the heat and the bathtime
blues with this splashtastic level 1 ready to read about baby zoo animals that s perfect for emerging readers
how do adorable baby zoo animals handle the summer heat baby hippos splish and splash baby elephants take
baths and baby dolphins dive in the water cool off with the zooborn babies in this sweet level 1 ready to read
that s perfect for even the youngest animal lover presents photographs and information about baby zoo animals
from hippos and elephants to dolphins and seals who manage the summer heat by splashing in the cool water
this entertaining and unique title features a two part approach to learning about onomatopoeia words that
sound like what they describe photographs and simple sentences help to introduce unknown words for different
sounds that animals make includes a short story for practice reading some of these words rhyming text
describes a mother bear and her child as he has fun taking a bath and getting ready for bed colourful fish blow
bubbles boats bob on the waves and dolphins frolick in the sea photographs and simple text describe many
ways a group of young children use and have fun with water an entertaining prelude to bathtime and bedtime
combines textured pages with familiar scenes and figures including a shiny rubber duck fuzzy bathroom towels
and snuggly pajamas ip add an extra splash of fun to bath time with this playful addition to our little stars baby
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range splish splash and practice counting down from five as you join little shark and the ocean friends for a busy
day under the sea with a built in water squirter and water resistant pages this exciting ocean themed bath book
encourages interactive play and offers plenty to keep little ones entertained at bath time babies and toddlers
love to spend time pouring playing and splashing with water and they will delight in looking at this first picture
book with their parents and by themselves one sunny day mother duck decides to take her ducklings swimming
in roger priddy s little friends splish splash little duck is worried he thinks he can t swim but he soon discovers
that he can swim and that swimming is actually lots of fun as he splishes and splashes on his favorite pond with
softly padded pages to squeeze and hold this is a wonderful waterproof book to stimulate play help young
children feel confident in the water and most of all make every bath time fun babies take a bath toddlers will
have fun with these delightful bath time books that magically change their colors when kids dunk them in water
bath time will become laugh time as whale squirts crab crawls lobster snaps and more a fun first word book for
baby s bath time with a squeaker and a thomas water squirter packaged in a smart gift box a perfect present
for baby ともだちっていいね rub a dub dub chub the fish loves to scrub in his tub one day his friends come to call they
want to splish and splash too can a tub so small hold them all water is a precious resource essential for life even
storytellers admit that water is more important than story in sustaining us from day to day but life without story
would be unbearable and just as rain rivers and reservoirs enable society to flourish so stories make sense of
life and keep people connected informed and happy immerse yourself in this playful anthology of asian folktales
duck into a japanese story explaining why the sea is salty swim in ancient stories addressing the great concern
of our time insufficient water for our needs or frolic in tales fantastical with a princess or an unruly dragon then
wallow in comical ones where water is a barrier not a blessing you need not bring a towel just go with the flow
and splish splash splosh splash in puddles dance with raindrops and join in with ducky duckling on a lovely rainy
day quack quack quack quack quack quack ducky duckling loves playing outside in the rain he hops with frog
squirms with wriggly worm and splashes with the fishes but when the rain stops ducky feels sad can daddy help
cheer him up with bright bold illustrations and a rhythmic text from multi award winning lucy cousins this book
shows younger readers the joys of a rainy day this delightful story also highlights the special bond between
father and child a bouncy read aloud book to be enjoyed beautifully illustrated and packed with all sorts of
outdoors fun it s all about baby in this sweet boxed set featuring four of your favorite karen katz lift the flap
books in these interactive books little ones can lift the flaps on each page to reveal anything from hidden
ladybugs to adorable zoo animals to favorite bath toys filled with karen katz s bright striking art these books
with sturdy easy to lift flaps are perfect for parents and children to share this collection a must for any new baby
s library includes buzz buzz baby splish splash baby roar roar baby and zoom zoom baby the first splish splash
depicts how a young boy who has never been swimming has a dream that evolves into a real life pool adventure
he wants to pursue his dream but bravery and courage are necessary to take the first step without courage he
cannot make the first splish splash join him on his pool adventure to see if he has what it takes to make his
dream come true the first splish splash children s book is part of pang the penguin s water safety and pool
adventure series this captivating series teaches essential water safety lessons through pang and friends fun and
relatable pool adventures to help prevent aquatic injuries and fatalities the first splish splash is an inspirational
read for all ages this series encourages water safety and swim lessons for everyone in a fun and safe
environment presents a variety of games and activities to do in and with water from bright fish to soft penguins
there are all sorts of textures for baby to explore in this safe sturdy book that encourages early learning a welsh
adaptation of baby touch and feel splish splash by elin meek lift the flaps to discover which splishy splashy
animal is next to pop out of the page in this underwater extravaganza with artwork from kasia nowowiejska
clever pop ups and fun rhyming text children will love exploring the ocean and all it has to offer with splish
splash
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Splish, Splash, Splosh 2007-01-30
plastic bath book with soft squashy pages and a squeaky toy fish to make bath time even more fun delightful
scenes show fish blowing bubbles boats bobbing on the waves and dolphins swimming in the surf robust and
durable this book will withstand even the most energetic bath time

Splish, Splash, Baby! 2015-05-12
young readers are invited to lift flaps to reveal such bath toys as rubber ducks and tugboats

Splish Splash 2017-09-07
stimulate a baby s developing vision and coordination with these bright and bold high contrast novelty board
books babies are able to react and respond to simple patterns and contrasting colours just a few weeks after
being born as their eyes develop high contrast shapes patterns and reflective surfaces give newborns
something simple to focus on respond to and interact with splish splash aids the development of early
coordination by encouraging babies to reach for and explore the bumpy smooth and shiny textures babies will
react with delight as they touch and feel the pictures of friendly sea creatures while the simple text prompts
parent interaction the perfect first book to share with your baby also available moo peek a boo on the move
funny faces

Splish Splash, Baby Bundt 2007
a baby boy s older sister gathers just the right ingredients to ensure that their shared bath time will be a fun
experience

Baby Touch and Feel: Splish! Splash! 2012-12-17
an interactive touch and feel book for babies that inspires learning and introduce children to some water based
pals tactile elements and delightful imagery will encourage the development of motor skills and early learning
baby touch and feel splish splash is an interactive and fun way to help your child learn about words improve
their motor skills and enjoy their reading time bold bright pictures and colorful illustrations will be more than
enough to keep your baby s attention this adorable picture book is a perfect first book for preschoolers and
makes for an ideal baby gift not too big and not too small this sturdy padded sensory book is just the right size
for little hands to hold no need for mom and dad to turn the pages babies and toddlers can turn the tough board
book pages themselves which helps to develop their fine motor skills while building an early language
foundation this charming board book for babies includes an amazing range of different textures to explore
clearly labeled pictures and a simple easy to follow design easy to read text to encourage early vocabulary
building a texture or eye catching area on every page rounded edges and chunky pages protecting babies and
their growing teeth learning to read should always be this fun kids will get hours of play from this sturdy board
book for babies and toddlers from making the noises and reading the names to feeling the different textures
packed full of shiny objects and some bumps and grooves this educational book will engage small children and
stimulate early childhood development in different ways this touchy feely book with its strong baby safe jacket
makes for an ideal baby gift complete the series this delightful book is part of the baby touch and feel range of
board books for babies and toddlers from dk books and includes titles like baby touch and feel animals baby
touch and feel bedtime baby touch and feel colors and shapes and more for your little one to enjoy

I Love Spot Baby Books Splish Splash Spot! 2013-07-30
splish splash with eric hill s famous puppy spot this sweet bath book is padded lightweight and fully immersible
it comes with a squeaker for added sound fun and is perfect for sharing with your baby at bath time at bathtime
spot plays with his sponge and rubber duck and dries off with his fluffy towel the bright simple images of
familiar bathtime things will appeal to very young babies and help to stimulate developing eyesight in younger
babies this is a wonderfully fun bathtime book for babies encouraging an early love of books
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Baby Action Rhymes 2002-02-01
babies and toddlers will love playing with this delightful book both in and out of the water

Splish, Splash, Splosh Bath Book 2007
your little one will love making a splash with their favorite baby einstein characters this fun book is soft durable
and floats in the water it is also easy to clean and ready to be used again and again

Bath Book Baby Einstein 2019-12-17
a book with clever rhyming text to share with your baby and a surprise touch and feel page at the back

Splish! Splash! 2002
beat the heat and the bathtime blues with this splashtastic level 1 ready to read about baby zoo animals that s
perfect for emerging readers how do adorable baby zoo animals handle the summer heat baby hippos splish
and splash baby elephants take baths and baby dolphins dive in the water cool off with the zooborn babies in
this sweet level 1 ready to read that s perfect for even the youngest animal lover

Splish, Splash, ZooBorns! 2015-06-09
presents photographs and information about baby zoo animals from hippos and elephants to dolphins and seals
who manage the summer heat by splashing in the cool water

Splish, Splash, Zooborns! 2015
this entertaining and unique title features a two part approach to learning about onomatopoeia words that
sound like what they describe photographs and simple sentences help to introduce unknown words for different
sounds that animals make includes a short story for practice reading some of these words

Splish Splash!. 2002
rhyming text describes a mother bear and her child as he has fun taking a bath and getting ready for bed

Splish Splash! 2002
colourful fish blow bubbles boats bob on the waves and dolphins frolick in the sea

Splish Splash 2003-08-15
photographs and simple text describe many ways a group of young children use and have fun with water

Splish-splash 2008
an entertaining prelude to bathtime and bedtime combines textured pages with familiar scenes and figures
including a shiny rubber duck fuzzy bathroom towels and snuggly pajamas ip

Splish... Splash... Splosh 2012-06-01
add an extra splash of fun to bath time with this playful addition to our little stars baby range splish splash and
practice counting down from five as you join little shark and the ocean friends for a busy day under the sea with
a built in water squirter and water resistant pages this exciting ocean themed bath book encourages interactive
play and offers plenty to keep little ones entertained at bath time
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Splish, Splash 1999
babies and toddlers love to spend time pouring playing and splashing with water and they will delight in looking
at this first picture book with their parents and by themselves

Splish Splash 1995-04-01
one sunny day mother duck decides to take her ducklings swimming in roger priddy s little friends splish splash
little duck is worried he thinks he can t swim but he soon discovers that he can swim and that swimming is
actually lots of fun as he splishes and splashes on his favorite pond with softly padded pages to squeeze and
hold this is a wonderful waterproof book to stimulate play help young children feel confident in the water and
most of all make every bath time fun

Little Stars Splish Splash Little Shark 2023
babies take a bath

Splish Splash 2009
toddlers will have fun with these delightful bath time books that magically change their colors when kids dunk
them in water bath time will become laugh time as whale squirts crab crawls lobster snaps and more

Little Friends: Splish Splash 2014-01-07
a fun first word book for baby s bath time with a squeaker and a thomas water squirter packaged in a smart gift
box a perfect present for baby

Splish Splash! 2002
ともだちっていいね

Splish Splash 2017-08
rub a dub dub chub the fish loves to scrub in his tub one day his friends come to call they want to splish and
splash too can a tub so small hold them all

Splish, Splash, Thomas! 2009-11-01
water is a precious resource essential for life even storytellers admit that water is more important than story in
sustaining us from day to day but life without story would be unbearable and just as rain rivers and reservoirs
enable society to flourish so stories make sense of life and keep people connected informed and happy immerse
yourself in this playful anthology of asian folktales duck into a japanese story explaining why the sea is salty
swim in ancient stories addressing the great concern of our time insufficient water for our needs or frolic in tales
fantastical with a princess or an unruly dragon then wallow in comical ones where water is a barrier not a
blessing you need not bring a towel just go with the flow and splish splash splosh

ぼくがいちばん! 2011-01
splash in puddles dance with raindrops and join in with ducky duckling on a lovely rainy day quack quack quack
quack quack quack ducky duckling loves playing outside in the rain he hops with frog squirms with wriggly
worm and splashes with the fishes but when the rain stops ducky feels sad can daddy help cheer him up with
bright bold illustrations and a rhythmic text from multi award winning lucy cousins this book shows younger
readers the joys of a rainy day this delightful story also highlights the special bond between father and child a
bouncy read aloud book to be enjoyed beautifully illustrated and packed with all sorts of outdoors fun
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Splish, Splash! 2000-04-05
it s all about baby in this sweet boxed set featuring four of your favorite karen katz lift the flap books in these
interactive books little ones can lift the flaps on each page to reveal anything from hidden ladybugs to adorable
zoo animals to favorite bath toys filled with karen katz s bright striking art these books with sturdy easy to lift
flaps are perfect for parents and children to share this collection a must for any new baby s library includes buzz
buzz baby splish splash baby roar roar baby and zoom zoom baby

Splish! Splash! Splosh! 2021-10-13
the first splish splash depicts how a young boy who has never been swimming has a dream that evolves into a
real life pool adventure he wants to pursue his dream but bravery and courage are necessary to take the first
step without courage he cannot make the first splish splash join him on his pool adventure to see if he has what
it takes to make his dream come true the first splish splash children s book is part of pang the penguin s water
safety and pool adventure series this captivating series teaches essential water safety lessons through pang
and friends fun and relatable pool adventures to help prevent aquatic injuries and fatalities the first splish
splash is an inspirational read for all ages this series encourages water safety and swim lessons for everyone in
a fun and safe environment

Splish, Splash, Ducky! 2020-02
presents a variety of games and activities to do in and with water

Buzz, Splash, Zoom, Roar! (Boxed Set) 2015-12-29
from bright fish to soft penguins there are all sorts of textures for baby to explore in this safe sturdy book that
encourages early learning a welsh adaptation of baby touch and feel splish splash by elin meek

Splish, Splash, Splosh!. 2006
lift the flaps to discover which splishy splashy animal is next to pop out of the page in this underwater
extravaganza with artwork from kasia nowowiejska clever pop ups and fun rhyming text children will love
exploring the ocean and all it has to offer with splish splash

Splish, Splash! Bath Time 2022-02

Splish, Splash 1996-04

The First Splish Splash 2021-07-15

Splish, Splash 1996

My First Bath Books 1996-03-01

Sblish! Sblash! 2018-04-19
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Splish Splash Pop-Up Fun 2016-01-04

Splish, Splash, and Blue 2012

Splish Splash 2000
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